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Abstract. The European Galen project aims to promote
the sharing and re-use of medical data by providing a concept
model which can be used by application designers as a flexible
and extensible classification schema. A description logic style
terminological knowledge representation system called Grail

has been developed specifically for this task. Using a descrip-
tion logic based schema has a number of important benefits
including coherence checking, schema enrichment and query
optimisation.

In order to support a variety of design requirements Grail

includes transitive closure of roles and general concept in-
clusions. Replacing the Grail classifier’s existing structural
subsumption algorithm with a sound, provably complete and
decidable tableaux calculus based algorithm would have many
attractions if the intractability problem could be mitigated by
suitable optimisations. The optimisation of non-deterministic
constraint expansion would be of particular importance as
large numbers of these constraints can be introduced by gen-
eral concept inclusions. Both intelligent back-tracking and the
use of meta-knowledge to guide constraint expansion are be-
ing studied as possible methods of tackling this problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

A key aspect of linking medical databases is to harmonise
their terminology which may run to 150,000 terms or more
from any of more than two dozen major medical ‘controlled
vocabularies’ of various types. The terminologies interact in-
timately with the database schemata, and many are specific
to particular databanks. Most have been designed for statist-
ical analysis or bibliographic retrieval, and additional ad hoc
terms to cover the fine detail required for clinical care abound.

The very large size of static coding schemes makes them
difficult to build and maintain. Schemes such as SNOMED
which tackle this problem by allowing codes to be combined
from a number of broad axes suffer from vague semantics, al-
lowing single codes to have multiple interpretations and single
concepts to have multiple codes. They are also often insuffi-
ciently constrained to prevent the potential generation of large
numbers of nonsensical codes: T-67000+M-12000+E-4986+F-
90000 is the SNOMED code for a fracture of the colon caused
by donkey and emotional state [Nowlan,1993]. The limitations
of static schemes has led to a proliferation of different systems
biased towards different applications and areas of medical spe-
cialisation.

The European Galen project aims to promote the shar-
ing and re-use of medical data by providing a concept model
which can be used by application designers as a flexible and

extensible classification schema [Rector et al.,1993]. By using
a description logic to build a conceptual model it is hoped to
avoid many of the pitfalls of existing static coding schemes as
well as providing additional benefits to applications:

• more detailed descriptions with clear semantics can be
constructed systematically to provide principled exten-
sions to the terminology where required;

• the description logic classifier can be used to check the
coherence of new descriptions and to enrich the schema
by the discovery of implicit subsumption relationships;

• the description logic can be used as a powerful data-
base query language supporting intensional as well as ex-
tensional queries [Bresciani,1995] and query optimisation
[Beneventano et al.,1994];

• data can be shared between existing applications by us-
ing the concept model as an interlingua and providing
mappings to a variety of coding schemes.

However, to achieve these aims requires coping with the ba-
sic structure of medical terminology which involves coordin-
ating several taxonomies—a generic kind-of taxonomy, sev-
eral different part-of hierarchies, and various causal relations.
Anatomical and causal relations are fundamental to medical
nomenclature. Any system which cannot cope with the basic
fact that the “shaft of the femur” is a part of the “femur”
but that a “fracture of the shaft of the femur” is a kind of a
“fracture of femur” will not be satisfactory [Nowlan,1993].

Furthermore an interlingua must cope with bridging differ-
ent levels of detail. For example, ulcers only occur on the lining
of organs, so it is usually sufficient to record “ulcer of stom-
ach”. However, this expression needs to be classified correctly
as the same concept as “ulcer of the lining of the stomach”
and as an ancestor of “ulcer of the lining of the upper third of
the stomach”.

2 THE GRAIL DESCRIPTION LOGIC

Standard description logics1 have been shown to cope poorly
with the requirements of medical terminology [Doyle and
Patil,1991] and so a new description logic, Grail [Goble et
al.,1994], has been developed specifically for the task. Grail

provides additional features:

1In particular the early description logic Nikl [Moser,1983], and
by extension logics such as Back [Peltason,1991], Classic [Patel-
Schneider,1991] and Loom [MacGregor,1991] which provide simil-
arly restricted terminological reasoning.
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• transitive closure of roles, supporting the coordination of
multiple taxonomies based on relations other than sub-
sumption, for example part-whole relations in the ana-
tomical taxonomy;

• general concept inclusions, supporting the re-use of data
across applications with varying requirements for de-
scriptive detail;

In order to minimise tractability problems the design of
Grail specifically excludes constructs which are deemed to
be non-essential for the description of medical terminology
[Nowlan,1993] and as a result the logic does not have nega-
tion, disjunction or general number restrictions2 . However the
addition of some or all of these constructs may be necessary
if Grail is to be used in other problem domains. In particu-
lar the lack of number restrictions has proved to be a serious
restriction when using Grail to describe and classify multi-
media objects [Bechhofer and Goble,1996].2.1 COORDINATING TAXONOMIES
Grail does not support specialised reasoning about part-
whole relations and compositional inclusion [Padgham and
Lambrix,1994] or about the interaction of different compos-
itional relations [Sattler,1995]. What is provided is a general
terminological mechanism called specialisation, which is sim-
ilar to the assertional mechanism provided by the transfers-

thro construct in CycL [Lenat and Guha,1989]. Specialisation
allows the the user to specify that a characteristic is inherited
across relations other than is-a: stating that role R is special-

isedBy role S leads to the inference that for any objects x,
y and z xRy ∧ ySz ⇒ xRz. This can be represented in the
description logic using a combination of role composition and
transitive reflexive closure by substituting the role R ◦ S∗ for
the role R. Note that the special case where a role is special-

isedBy itself is equivalent to transitive closure.
Application of the specialisation mechanism is illustrated by

the coordination of locative relations with the anatomical tax-
onomy. One requirement is that the hasLocation role transfers
through the isPartOf role so that any x which hasLocation y

which isPartOf z is classified as a kind of x which hasLocation

z. Using hasLocation ◦ isPartOf ∗ instead of hasLocation gives
the required subsumption inference:

Fracture ⊓ ∃(hasLoc ◦ isPartOf ∗).Femur

subsumes
Fracture ⊓ ∃(hasLoc ◦ isPartOf ∗).

(Shaft ⊓ ∃isPartOf .Femur)2.2 RE-USE OF DATA
If data is to be shared and re-used the schema must be adapt-
able to a wide range of application requirements. The use of
a description logic based schema provides for principled ex-
tensibility while the use of concept inclusion axioms provides
for varying levels of detail without compromising generality.

For example a concept inclusion axiom such as:

ulcer ⊓ ∃hasLoc.stomach

⊑ ulcer ⊓ ∃hasLoc.(lining ⊓ ∃isPartOf .stomach)

allows applications to use a less detailed description while
still obtaining all the classification inferences associated with

2Single-valued/functional roles are provided.

the full description. In addition the more detailed description
can be recognised as defining the same set of objects as the
minimal form.

3 THE GRAIL CLASSIFIER

As part of the Galen project a Grail classifier has been im-
plemented and a fragment of a medical terminology model (ap-
proximately 3,000 concepts) constructed. The classifier uses a
structural algorithm for basic subsumption testing and an iter-
ative recursive reclassification algorithm to deal with general
concept inclusions. There are a number of problems with this
architecture including incomplete reasoning3, possible non-
termination and limited extensibility. While some incomplete-
ness might be acceptable, the behavior of the existing classi-
fier is poorly understood and the missed inferences difficult
to characterise. The relative difficulty of extending the set of
concept forming operators has also proved to be serious im-
pediment to the use of Grail in other problem domains.

Theoretical work has now shown that similar expressive-
ness could be provided by extending ALC, either with the
transitive closure of roles (ALCTRANS) [Baader,1990] or by
allowing general concept inclusion axioms and terminological
cycles [Buchheit et al.,1993]. Sound, complete and decid-
able subsumption testing is possible for these logics using
tableaux calculus algorithms with enhanced control strategies.
Tableaux algorithms have the additional attraction that it is
fairly straightforward to add concept and role forming oper-
ators by extending the set of expansion rules, although some
combinations of operators are known to lead to undecidability.

The major drawback to the use of sound and complete sub-
sumption algorithms is the complexity which, for ALC exten-
ded with transitive closure and features has been shown to
be exponential in time with respect to the size of the know-
ledge base [Schild,1991]. However this is a worst case result
and reflects pathological constructs which occur rarely, if at
all, in practice. It has also been shown that, with suitable
optimisations, sound and complete algorithms can provide ac-
ceptable performance for basic ALC when used with realistic
knowledge bases [Baader et al.,1992]. The approach which is
proposed for Grail is to investigate optimisation techniques
for more expressive description logics and, if these prove in-
sufficient for acceptable performance, to retreat gracefully into
incompleteness.

4 EXTENDED TABLEAUX

SUBSUMPTION ALGORITHMS

In practice a serious cause of intractability is the use of gen-
eral concept inclusions—when they are present in a knowledge
base they must be considered in every subsumption test.

For example to decide if C subsumes D, tableaux calculus
algorithms test the satisfiability of D⊓¬C by expanding a con-
straint system S, initialised to contain {x1 : (D⊓¬C)}, until it
defines a model or reveals obvious contradictions which prove
that there is no model. If the terminology contains concept in-
clusions of the form A ⊑ B, they can be rewritten B⊔¬A

.
= ⊤

and added to S as constraints of the form ∀x.x : (B ⊔ ¬A)
which means that the constraint is applied to every variable
in S—variables represent objects in the domain all of which
must, by definition, be in the extension of ⊤.

3In common with most other structural subsumption algorithms.
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The disjunctive form of concept inclusion constraints means
that the expansion of S will be non-deterministic and could
lead to the exploration of multiple constraint systems. Even if
the expansion of S does not produce any exists-in constraints,
so no new variables are created, a set of n concept inclusions
could lead to 2n different constraint systems being explored in
the worst case; if the expansion leads to the creation of (m−1)
new variables this rises to 2nm in the worst case.

Moreover the worst case, or at least a seriously bad case,
is likely to arise when D ⊓ ¬C is not satisfiable with re-
spect to one or more of the concept inclusions. For example
a concept term D ⊓ ¬C is obviously not satisfiable with re-
spect to a terminology which contains the concept inclusion
D ⊑ C as this would lead to a constraint system S = {x1 :
(D ⊓ ¬C), ∀x.x : (C ⊔ ¬D), . . .}. If there are a large number
of other concept inclusion constraints, none of which cause a
clash with x1 : (D ⊓ ¬C), the order in which the constraints
are expanded will dictate the number of constraint systems
which are explored before the non-satisfiability is discovered.

This problem is exacerbated by the control strategy used
to ensure termination of the algorithm when concept inclu-
sions are supported [Buchheit et al.,1993]. The strategy dic-
tates that constraints on a variable xi must be fully expanded
before constraints on successor variables are expanded and
that exists-in constraints on xi are the last to be expanded.
This means that if the non-satisfiability of a constraint sys-
tem is only demonstrated by a clash on variable xi+1, a naive
application of the control strategy would ensure worst case
behavior with respect to xi and all its predecessors. Consider
for example a terminology T consisting entirely of concept
inclusions:

T = {∀R.¬D ⊑ ∃R.C,

A1 ⊑ B1,

...

An ⊑ Bn}

Testing if ∀R.¬D is subsumed by ∃R.C with respect to T
leads to the expansion of the constraint system:

S = {x1 : (∀R.¬D ⊓ ∀R.¬C),

∀x.x : (∃R.C ⊔ ∃R.D),

∀x.x : (B1 ⊔ ¬A1),

...

∀x.x : (Bn ⊔ ¬An)}

Although it is clear that x1 : (∀R.¬D ⊓ ∀R.¬C) and x1 :
(∃R.C ⊔ ∃R.D) will always cause a clash when {x1Rx2} and
either {x2 : C, x2 : ¬C} or {x2 : D, x2 : ¬D} are added
to S the control strategy will ensure that all 2n+1 possible
expansions of the ∀x.x constraints on variable x1 are explored
before this is discovered.

5 OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES

Tractable classification for realistic terminologies containing
significant numbers of concept inclusions will require optim-
isation of the tableaux expansion algorithm to deal more ef-
fectively with the disjunctive constraints they introduce. Tech-
niques being investigated include more intelligent exploration
of alternative constraint systems and minimisation of the num-
ber of disjunctive constraints which must be expanded.

5.1 INTELLIGENT BACKTRACKING
The performance of the tableaux expansion algorithm could
be greatly improved by more intelligent backtracking when
a clash is discovered after the expansion of one or more dis-
junction constraints. By default the algorithm will explore the
alternatives offered by the most recently expanded disjunction
and, if none of them leads to a clash free constraint system,
backtrack one disjunction constraint at a time until a clash
free system is discovered or all possible alternatives have been
explored. As described in section 4, this can lead to wasted
exploration when existing constraints lead deterministically to
a clash.

To deal with this problem constraints can be marked to
indicate when they stem from a non-deterministic expansion
and, if so, which one. When a clash is detected it will then be
possible to backtrack directly to the most recently expanded
disjunction which offers the possibility of eliminating one or
both of the clashing constraints.

This technique should also result in the rapid detection of a
clash resulting from the deterministic expansion of an initial
constraint system and thus deal efficiently with the case where
D ⊓ ¬C is inherently unsatisfiable.5.2 USING META-KNOWLEDGE
An example of this technique is an optimisation method
which uses knowledge of the structure and function of gen-
eral concept inclusions in the Galen terminology:

• In inclusion axioms A ⊑ B, A is always a conjunctive
concept which can be expanded so that one of the con-
juncts is a primitive concept;

• Concept inclusions usually represent additional inten-
sional knowledge about some specific concept and will
affect only a small proportion of subsumption tests;

• The ‘top’ of the model consists of an extensive primitive
hierarchy which is largely disjoint—few of the primitive
concepts have multiple parents.

Equation (1) is a typical general concept inclusion state-
ment from the Galen model; it represents the knowledge that
a high lymphocyte count is a pathological condition. The in-
teraction of this concept inclusion and the transfers-through
mechanism with respect to causation and pathology results
in conditions which cause high lymphocyte counts being clas-
sified as pathological conditions. As a result of this concept
inclusion the constraint (2) would appear in all constraint sys-
tems used for subsumption testing.

LymphocyteCount ⊓ ∃level.high

⊑ ∃status.pathological (1)

∀x.x : (∃status.pathological ⊔ ¬LymphocyteCount

⊔ ∀level.¬high) (2)

Given that the knowledge represented in this concept in-
clusion is only relevant to a small proportion of subsump-
tion tests—those which refer to lymphocyte counts—it would
make sense to preferentially select the ¬LymphocyteCount

term when expanding the disjunctive constraint. Furthermore
the concept LymphocyteCount is defined by a conjunction
which contains the primitive concept CountConcentration so
the constraint could be expanded to give:

∀x.x : (∃status.pathological ⊔ ¬CountConcentration ⊔

. . . ⊔ ∀hasLevel.¬high)
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When expanding this constraint on a variable xi in a con-
straint system S, preferentially selecting the expansion:

S ∪ {xi : ¬CountConcentration}

is likely to be a good choice as the new constraint requires
no further expansion4 and will only cause a clash when xi :
CountConcentration is in S.

A set of n concept inclusions A1 ⊑ B1, . . . , An ⊑ Bn, where
all Aj are of the form Pj ⊓aj1 ⊓ . . .⊓ajk and Pj is a primitive
concept, can be expanded to give n constraints of the form
∀x.x : ¬Pj ⊔ ¬aj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ ¬ajk ⊔ Bj . The tableaux expansion
algorithm can then make the default assumption that all vari-
ables xi in S are subject to the constraints xi : ¬P1, . . . , xi :
¬Pn. Only if xi : Pj is added to S will it be necessary to fully
expand the ∀x.x : ¬Pj . . . constraint on xi.

This is achieved by sorting the ∀x.x : ¬Pj . . . constraints
into a table indexed by the primitives P1 . . . Pn

5 and checking
the table whenever a constraint xi : P is added to S. If P is
found in the table the corresponding ∀x.x : ¬Pj . . . constraints
must then be applied to xi

6.
As there is an extensive and largely disjoint primitive hier-

archy at the top of the Galen terminology, restricting ex-
pansion of concept inclusion constraints in this way allows
the majority of ‘irrelevant’ inclusion constraints to be dealt
with efficiently without compromising completeness. Prelim-
inary experiments indicate that, on average, less than 10% of
concept inclusion constraints in the Galen model will need
to be fully expanded in a typical subsumption test.

6 CONCLUSION

A flexible and extensible classification schema for use by
application designers would facilitate the inter-operability of
medical databases and promote data sharing and re-use. Us-
ing a description logic for schema design and maintenance
would provide automatic coherence checking and the enrich-
ment of the schema through the discovery of implicit subsump-
tion relations. The description logic could also act as a power-
ful query language offering both query optimisation and the
ability to answer intensional as well as extensional queries.
Finally, by acting as an interlingua, a description logic based
schema could provide a mechanism for the exchange of data
between legacy systems which use a variety of existing coding
schemes.

Coping with the complexities of medical terminology across
a wide range of applications will however require a highly ex-
pressive description logic. Using such a description logic with
any but the smallest knowledge base will require effective op-
timisation and, in particular, optimisation of the expansion of
constraints introduced by general concept inclusion axioms.
Using meta-knowledge is one possible approach and, although
work is still at a very preliminary stage, it appears to show
some promise. These kinds of optimisation are particularly

4A constraint xi : ¬P , where P is a primitive concept, re-
quires no further expansion even if subsumption relations P ⊑

C1 . . . P sqsubseteqCn have been asserted. In such a case P
.
=

P ′ ⊓ C1 ⊓ . . . ⊓ Cn, where P ′ is a unique atomic primitive, and
¬P

.
= ¬P ′⊔¬C1 . . .⊓Cn. A clash can only be caused if xi : P ′ ∈ S

which is only possible if xi : P ∈ S.
5If concept names are mapped to numbers this is a simple array

lookup; otherwise a hash table can be used.
6In fact it is only necessary to apply the constraint ∀x.x : ¬aj1⊔

. . .⊔¬ajk ⊔Bj as it has already been discovered that xi : ¬P would
cause a clash

effective in the Galen knowledge base due to the predomin-
ance of conjunction concepts and the high level of disjoint-
ness among primitive concepts. However we believe that these
characteristics are common to many knowledge bases in real
problem domains.

Even if the most highly optimised sound and complete pro-
cedure proves to be too inefficient to be used in applications,
the existence of such a procedure has a number of benefits
[Buchheit et al.,1993]: it provides a benchmark for judging
incomplete procedures; it could be used for ‘background’ pro-
cessing after a quick answer has been provided by an incom-
plete procedure; and it is a sensible starting point from which
to retreat gracefully into limited and clearly characterised in-
completeness.
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